ACCORD N. IRELAND CATHOLIC MARRIAGE CARE SERVICE

Annual Report 2018

Accord - At the heart of Marriage & Family
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Accord Centres

Northern Ireland Centres are based in:
Portadown (Archdiocese of Armagh)
Ballymena*
Belfast
Derry
Downpatrick
Enniskillen
Maghera
Newry
Omagh
*Coleraine & NIRO outreach centres
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Mission Statement
Empowering people.
Fostering Relationships.
Caring for Couples facing
the challenges of Christian Marriage.

Vision Statement
The three Accord Companies, Accord NI CLG, Accord Dublin CLG and Accord CLG,
share the same vision statement.

They provide a nationwide service to couples preparing for or seeking a deeper
commitment within the Sacrament of Marriage.

They are committed to providing a quality service.

Their Facilitators and Counsellors come from a wide variety of backgrounds and are
appropriately trained.

They respond to the challenges facing Christian Marriage today and affirm its value
in an ever-changing world.

Facilitators and Counsellors empower couples to explore and reflect on:
* The essential elements of Sacramental Marriage.
* The purpose and value of their choices within a committed relationship.
Accord on the island of Ireland serves the pastoral needs of couples at different stages in
their relationship.
Preparation for marriage in a Christian context focuses on the essential components
which foster a good couple relationship:

Lifelong commitment.

Communication and conflict resolution skills.

Responsible parenthood within a faith context.

Time and resource management.

Trust in the providence and love of God.
Ongoing support throughout marriage facilitates:

The development of strategies for the emotional, spiritual and psychological
wellbeing of couples.

Reflection on the Christian experience of unconditional love, commitment and
family life.
Marriage and Relationship counselling is provided for couples as well as individuals
in a couple relationship in a caring and confidential manner. It is a twofold process
enabling clients to identify and acknowledge difficulties in their relationship and to
discover their inner resources to deal with them.
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A Message from the Chairperson
Archbishop Eamon Martin
I am pleased to present the 2018/19 annual report in this, Accord’s 56th year of service to
marriage and families in N. Ireland. This is also the third year of Accord NI’s migration to a
company limited by guarantee, without share capital; a transition which has involved a
significant period of change and new challenges. I am grateful to our counsellors and
facilitators who continue to provide marriage preparation and counselling; your commitment to supporting couples and families in the many and varied stages of life, undoubtedly
affirms that parents are best placed to provide for their children, while recognizing that
families will sometimes need additional support.
My thanks to the Department of Health Family Policy Unit, for its ongoing support of our
work. The key document for family policy in Northern Ireland; the Families Matter
strategy (DHSSPSNI 2009), advocates a family policy based on ‘preventative and early
intervention’ as well as a holistic approach based on partnership between the government,
statutory bodies and the voluntary sector. The Families Matter strategy acknowledges that
marital and relationship difficulties present serious challenges to couples, and that early
intervention provides the best chance of resolution and healing. The faith-based element of
the Accord approach is undoubtedly a factor for some couples in creating a safe space and
giving them the confidence to seek help. In matters of health and well-being, supporting a
range of providers not only reflects the diversity of society, but increases the potential
outreach of services, since churches and faith-based organisations form part of wider
networks engaged in providing pastoral support to vulnerable and potentially at-risk people.
This kind of holistic approach is of particular value in the area of family support, given the
wider social cost of family breakdown. I am indebted to the other main Christian Churches
for their support of our work with Inter-Church couples and we offer these
specialised courses in Belfast and Enniskillen.
Professional faith-based organisations, such as Accord, have a wealth of experience and
effective practice to draw on. Accord endeavours to support people throughout life stages:
young students, couples preparing for marriage and those encountering marital and
relationship difficulties. This journey has provided invaluable experience and knowledge of
‘family’ in the communities in which Accord serves. Accredited counsellors and facilitators
are ably placed to identify domestic abuse and mental health issues, and signpost as needed. The benefit of being based in local communities comes from a network of relationships,
built up over many years which can provide a more holistic approach to supporting and
strengthening families.
In 2016, Accord introduced a Couple Counselling Outcomes Measurement which measures
the wellbeing of the couple, not solely the individual. Accord commissioned specialised
work on a ‘Couple Counselling Outcome Measurement’ which was developed in
collaboration with academics, statisticians, clinicians and managers.
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A Message from the Chairperson
Archbishop Eamon Martin Contd/
With the help of the NUI at Maynooth, Accord’s historical and recent data has been used
to develop a measurement tool that is scientifically robust and clinically accessible to
counsellors and clients in the counselling process. We continue to invest in research with a
view to maximising the efficacy of intervention, particularly in the area of inter-couple
conflict and child wellbeing.
In light of the new guidance on Relationship, Sexuality and Drugs Education launched by
Minister O’Dowd in August 2015, the Northern Bishops established a Relationships and
Sexuality (RSE) Working Group which developed RSE Policy Guidance for the Primary and
Post-Primary sectors. RSE programmes for the primary sector were reviewed and
recommendations submitted. In order to review and revamp the current Accord postprimary RSE programme, the Northern Bishops have commissioned research to identify
the needs of pupils, teachers, parents/guardians, boards of governors and the parish
community, and areas for development. The research project consists of two main
activities. The first is data gathering from visits to a sample of schools. Data is collected
from interviews with senior leaders, students and parents. A qualitative approach is being
adopted, focusing on active listening to a smaller number rather than large-scale
quantitative surveying and data collection. The second activity will be the formulation of a
report that will summarise the findings of the visits to the sample schools, and make
recommendations.
A Co-operation Agreement is in the process of being agreed and signed by the relevant
Bishops on behalf of the different Accord legal entities on the island, to ensure that the
infrastructure for the organisation is maintained. All Accord training will continue to be
validated by the Pontifical University at St. Patrick’s College, Maynooth.
Much time and effort has been invested in GDPR policy development. Drawing upon legal,
clinical and practical expertise, Accord has benchmarked best practice and critiqued
current procedures without losing sight of our core values and ethos. It is vital that data
protection is embedded within the organisation. Accord is different to other agencies in
that it is the only agency to offer its services based on need, rather than an ability to
contribute. In 2018/19 Accord provided counselling to 19% of clients who, given financial
pressures, were unable to make a contribution. Also, while we are open to people of all
faiths, denominations and none, 70% of couples presenting to Accord in 2018/19 were
Catholic.
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A Message from the Chairperson
Archbishop Eamon Martin Contd/
In Accord, we call our programme for the preparation for marriage, 'Marriage, a Journey,
not a Destination' because the sources of strain and stress in any marriage are often
complex and particular to each couple .To paraphrase Tolstoy: ‘Happy marriages are all
alike; every unhappy marriage is unhappy in its own way’.
There is a valuable paradox here because growth often requires a measure of pain, and all
marriages must negotiate obstacles to happiness and learn from experiences that may
be unhappy. Hence, as Pope Francis describes has put it:
'love is a single reality but with different dimensions' (AL, 164). The marriage bond finds
new forms of expression and constantly seeks new ways to grow in strength.
The importance of the work of Accord Marriage Education Facilitators cannot be
overstated. Couples who have had effective marriage preparation can identify warning
signs earlier and realise that the 'pinch' has become a 'crunch'; they need help to resolve
difficult conversations and communication that has become strained. It takes courage to
seek help and share details of your most intimate relationship with another. It may be that
one spouse is ready for this conversation while the other is reticent and perhaps fearful of
where the conversation will end. Professionally trained pastoral counsellors are much
needed to respond to the complex and sensitive issues which can emerge in the
counselling room. Couples need a quiet, safe space to listen to one another and the skill of
someone who can help the couple to reconnect, let go, rebuild, and grow.
Accord’s professionally trained volunteers make a vital contribution to supporting couples
and individuals experiencing crises and hurt in their marriages and relationships but the
support of the wider parish community and opportunities to meet other couples going
through the same stages of family life, can also be important in helping couples from
feelings of isolation and create a sense of belonging. Pastoral Councils are ideally placed to
play a key role in providing supports for families, in local communities. The work of
Accord can only be enhanced by working closely with parishes.
Pope Francis says: 'Young love needs to keep dancing towards the future with immense
hope…'(AL, 219). This may seem a tall order. It can be a lack of hope in their ability to find
any of that happiness they had initially expected or dreamed of, that propels couples to
seek professional pastoral support. The Pope is asking that we remind ourselves of all the
love, care and tenderness that is shared in a family; in the everyday ups and downs of life.
He notes that, 'no family drops down from heaven perfectly formed; families need
constantly to grow and mature in the ability to love' (AL, 235).
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A Message from the Chairperson
Archbishop Eamon Martin Contd/
The Church has a responsibility to provide a safe space for couples to talk and listen. In
this intimate space, hope can often be restored, healing can begin and love can grow
again. This kind of healing takes time and perseverance, and over the last 56 years,
Accord’s work shows that if a couple want to change and are willing to work at it, they
can - regardless of what has happened between them - learn to love and trust again.
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N. Ireland Board of Directors
Archbishop Eamon Martin

Bishop Liam Mac Daid

Bishop Larry Duffy

Monsignor Joseph McGuinness

Bishop Donal McKeown

Deirdre O Rawe (company secretary)

Bishop Noel Treanor

Clare Gilmore

Bishop Philip Boyce

Maria Ferguson

Fr Timothy Bartlett
N.Ireland Office Staff (Full-Time & Part-Time)
Mrs Deirdre O’Rawe

Mrs Joanne McKee, Administrator

Regional Director

Mrs Bronagh McCourt, Administrator
Mrs Kate McKeown, Administrator

Mrs Brenda Russell

Mrs Moira O’Hare, Administrator

Senior Finance Admin/Privacy Officer

Mrs Liz Edgar, Administrator

Auditors

Bankers

Fitzmaurice McConville & Co, Lisburn

Bank of Ireland, 364 Lisburn Rd, Belfast

Charitable Status
CHARITY NO: NIC102330

COMPANY NO: NI627165

Accord N. Ireland Catholic Marriage Care Service CLG acknowledges and greatly
appreciates the support it receives from the Department of Health
towards the provision of its Marriage and Relationship Counselling Service.
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Marriage and Divorce in Northern Ireland
Registrar General Northern Ireland
Annual Report 2018

Of which 2,525
were Catholic Marriages
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Marriage and Divorce in Northern Ireland
Registrar General Northern Ireland
Annual Report 2018, Cont/

In 2018:
•

7,966 marriages were registered,
equivalent to just under 1 every
Hour.

•

August was the most popular
month to get married. Saturday
18th August was the most popular
day, with 111 couples having
married on this day.

•

•

•

Grooms were on average two years
older than brides:(35. 2 years and 33. 1 years
Respectively). Compared with 30
years previously, the average age
of both brides and grooms
increased by more than seven
years (27 .7 and 25. 5 respectively).
Four in five marriages (80.4 per cent)
Were first-time marriages for both
partners while for 8.0 per cent of
marriages both partners had been
previously married.
12.0 per cent of marriages were of
couples who both reside outside
NI. Of these couples, 99 were both
born in NI and returned to get
married.

•

Four in five religious marriages
(81.1 per cent) were held in a
religious building.
St Eugene’s Cathedral, Derry was the
most popular religious venue for
religious marriages, with 50 marriages
having taken place there.

•

The remaining 18.9 per cent of all
religious marriage ceremonies were
held outside of religious buildings, in
approved venues.

•

Just over half of all civil marriages
(53.4 per cent) were held in a
Registrar’s office.
The Belfast Registration Office was the
most popular venue for civil marriage
ceremonies,

•

The remaining 46.6 per cent of civil
marriages were held in approved
venues.

•

There were 15 civil marriages
conducted by humanist celebrants.
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Marriage and Divorce in Northern Ireland
Registrar General Northern Ireland
Annual Report 2018, Cont/
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Marriage and Divorce in Northern Ireland
Registrar General Northern Ireland
Annual Report 2018, Cont/

In 2018:
•

There were 2,073 divorces granted.
This was a decrease on the previous
year (2,089), and 28.8 per cent
lower than the peak number of
2,913. in 2007.

•

Non-cohabitation remained the
most frequently recorded reason for
divorce, accounting for 72.8 per
cent of all divorces.

•

Those marriages which ended in
divorce had lasted an average of
18 years, compared with 14 years
three decades previously.

•

The average ages of the men and
women concerned were 47.6 years
and 45.4 years respectively.

•

For approximately one in ten men and
women who divorced (10.4 per cent),
this was not their first divorce.

•

3,699 children/stepchildren were
affected by the divorces that were
granted, of which 1,553 were under the
age of 16.
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Preparing Couples for the Sacrament of Marriage
3352 people attended sacramental marriage preparation courses provided by
Accord NI in 2018. This was made possible by the commitment and significant
investment of time by professionally trained Accord facilitators in 9 centres
throughout N. Ireland. The valuable contribution to Northern Irish society made by Accord NI both in
marriage preparation and marriage and relationship counselling services is incalculable. There is
significant benefit to society in maintaining healthy relationships and strong families. Couples who attend
marriage preparation courses with Accord recognise this.

Persons Attending Marriage Preparation Courses N. Ireland 2013 - 2018

Testimonials from Couples
“Found the course even better than I imagined. Getting out to lunch with new people was a lovely
experience. Nice to have a small group & different perspectives. Great facilitators & great to have the
chance to speak with the clergy form 3 denominations”...Inter Church
“Great course, not what I anticipated. Lovely people who shared their personal experiences”
“Very informative, well presented and delivered in a respectful manner”
“ The course was extremely informative, helpful and got us thinking about many of the important themes
around marriage & a successful married life”
“We believe that this will have a very positive effect and strengthen our relationship”
“Excellent course, and good to have this quality time together”
“We really enjoyed this course and have taken a lot from it, both now, and in years to come, thank you so
much”
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Preparing Couples for the Sacrament of Marriage

These are very positive
statistics and indicate clearly that couples are

Snapshot of Marriage Preparation
2018

aware of the benefits of preparing well for their
future and for the most important and biggest
commitment of a lifetime.
When asked, what is the one thing about the

• 3352 persons attended Accord Marriage

Preparation courses in 2018.
• 107 marriage preparation courses and 23

course that would make you likely to recommend

special courses were provided In 9 centres

it, the following are some of the responses

throughout N. Ireland.

received:

• 13 facilitators completed or were commencing

The time it gives you to think about the important

their Certificate in Marriage Education Training

issues, it’s hard to make that time these days.

programme in September 2018, from the

Not invasive on people and does not make people

feel uncomfortable.
Talking 1 to 1, it was enjoyable and relaxed. Our
facilitators were superb.

Pontifical University, St Patrick’s College,
Maynooth.
• The work of reviewing the Accord marriage

preparation course commenced in 2018 with
the examination of existing resources and the

Very friendly facilitators and no pressure to share

introduction of updated material which will

personal thoughts.

better meet the needs of couples preparing for

It wasn't at all intrusive which was appreciated as

the Sacrament of Marriage in the Catholic

we're a very private couple. It also opened our

Church.

eyes to strengths in our relationship that we

To quote Bishop Denis Nulty, President of Accord

hadn't realised.

CLG ‘Marriage is essential and fundamental to

Creates a great two days for openness &

the good of society worldwide. It is imperative

understanding between you and your partner.

that we continue to work together to promote
marriage and family’.

Pope Francis speaking to couples during his World
Meeting of Families visit to St. Mary’s Pro
Cathedral, Dublin, on Saturday 25 August 2018,
said: “Marriage is a risk worth taking … for the

rest of your lives, cherish it!”
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Accord Catholic Marriage Care Service was until 31 May 2017 an unincorporated
association. On 1 June 2017 it changed its governance structure and now, on the island of
Ireland comprises three companies limited by guarantee: Accord NI, chaired by
Archbishop Eamon Martin; Accord Dublin, chaired by Archbishop Diarmuid Martin; and
Accord Catholic Marriage Care Service CLG, President, Bishop Denis Nulty, chaired by Mr
Gordon Nicholl. Accord has over fifty centres located throughout the 26 dioceses of
Ireland. Its ministry is primarily concerned with supporting the Sacrament of Marriage by
helping couples as they prepare for Sacramental Marriage and offering support to them in
times of difficulty. Accord’s aim is to promote a better understanding of Christian marriage
and to help couples initiate, sustain and enrich their commitment to one another and to
family life. Accord’s core services include Marriage Preparation and Counselling (marriage
and relationships) and Schools’ Programmes in Relationships and Sexuality Education.
.
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Marriage and Relationship Counselling

Counselling Service

Conflict - 49% reported arguments and
disagreements were never or seldom
resolved calmly or to their joint satisfaction,
and 35% reported that they or their partner
always, or often, shouted or yelled during
arguments.

Thanks to its cohort of committed, skilled and
professionally trained marriage and
relationship counsellors, Accord continues to
provide an island-wide service to couples and
individuals experiencing difficulties in their
marriages, relationships and family life.

Intimacy - 48% described their sexual
relationship as very poor or poor.

Counselling Provided
2630 counselling hours were provided by
Accord N. Ireland’s 19 counsellors. This was
an 8% increase on the previous year
and was based on the demand for
the counselling service. The ratio of
“Couples
paid counselling to voluntary
counselling was 22% to 78%.

Communication - 43% reported that they
argue always, or often.

will gain

from receiving help

How do clients hear about Accord?

in facing crises,

20% of clients heard about Accord
from family members, 19% through
another Accord service, 19%
through a web search, 14% through
friends, 9% through a GP or health
professional, 7% through social
media, 4% through a place of
worship or Minister of Religion and
8% from other sources.

meeting challenges
and acknowledging
them as part of
family life”

Family Issues - 37% reported they
have concerns about separation
always, or often. 33% reported
that finances and financial
management always, or often,
cause problems.
Problematic Behaviours - 35%
reported that their, or their
partner’s, behaviour was always,
or often, problematic.
Counsellor Training Programmes

Accord continues to provide
Amoris Laetitia #232
training in the specialism of
couples counselling. Both training
programmes are aligned to the
Presenting Problems
National Framework of
Qualifications (NFQ) at Level 8. The Pontifical
Clients coming to Accord at their initial
University at St Patrick’s College, Maynooth,
assessment session rate their perceptions of
validates both training programmes. External
their relationship problems over a number of
examiner reports are positive and
areas: communication, problematic
complementary of the content, methodology
behaviours, intimacy, family issues and
and assessment practices for both courses.
conflict.
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Marriage and Relationship Counselling Contd/

Continuing Professional Development
Accord counsellors are very committed to consolidating and further developing their practice as
marriage and relationship counsellors. The following Continuing Professional Development opportunities
were offered by Accord NI to counsellors during 2018:
Domestic Abuse; Family Systems; Unconscious Bias; Counsellor Self Awareness and Shadow;
Emotionally Focused Therapy for Couples; Working with the aftermath of Infidelity; Counselling
Couples - The Person Centred Approach.
CPD for both internal and external supervisors also took place.
Accord NI would like to acknowledge and sincerely thank its counsellors for their commitment to Accord
and their very valuable work with clients.

Marriage and Relationship Counselling 2013 - 2018

Testimonial
I just wanted to send a message of appreciation and thanks for the exceptional care and attention that
were offered to both my husband and I, throughout our marriage counselling in Belfast. Our Counsellor
was both kind and compassionate towards us at every step, helping us to work through our issues
and reach common ground. I honestly don’t believe we would have ever got to that point on our own.
If it wasn’t for our Counsellor’s insight and perspective, I hate to think where we would be.
Please send on our thanks and gratitude to her. It should also be said that other staff members we met
along the way, were extremely warm and welcoming too, taking the fear out of the process for us both.
Thank you.
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ACCORD Northern Ireland CLG Centres
ACCORD N. Ireland CMCS CLG
N. I Regional Office
St Marys Church
Chapel Lane
Belfast, BT1 1HH
E: info@accordni.com
T: 02890 233002
W: www.accordni.com

Portadown
(Archdiocese of Armagh)

armagh@accordni.com
02838 334781

Ballymena

ballymena@accordni.com
02890 339944

Belfast

belfast@accordni.com
02890 339944

Derry

derry@accordni.com
02871 362475

Downpatrick

downpatrick@accordni.com
02890 233002

Enniskillen

enniskillen@accordni.com
02866 325696

Maghera

maghera@accordni.com
02879 642983

Newry

newry@accordni.com
02830 263577

Omagh

omagh@accordni.com
02882 242439
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“To love the Little Platoon
To which we belong in society.
Is the first, the germ as it were
Of public affections”
(Edmund Burke)

Accord N. Ireland Catholic Marriage Care Service CLG
NI Regional Office, Cana House, St Marys Church, Chapel Lane, Belfast, BT1 1HH
Tel: 02890 233002
Email: info@accordni.com
Website: www.accordni.com
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